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Summary

A new method for the plastie design of moment resisting frames with semirigid connections

is presented in this paper. The method is the extension to the case of semirigid frames
of a procedure for the failure mode control already proposed by the authors with reference
to rigid frames with full-strength beam-to-column connections. Starting from the analysis of
the typical collapse mechanisms of frames subjected to horizontal forces, the method is
based on the application of the kinematic theorem of plastic collapse. The beam section and
the connection details arc preliminary designed to resist vertical loads. As a consequence,
the unknowns of the design problem arc the column sections. They are determined by means

of design conditions expressing that the kinematically admissible multiplier of the
horizontal forces corresponding to the global mechanism has to be the smallest among all
kinematically admissible multipliers. The preliminary design of beams and connections can be
accepted provided that checks against the serviceability limit states are satisfied. Therefore,
the complete design procedure includes also an iterations to fulfil serviceability requirements.

In addition, second order plastic analysis is applied to account for Ihc influence of
I'-A effects through linearized mechanism equilibrium curves.

1. Introduction
The simple design criteria, suggested by modern seismic codes, do not always lead to

structural schemes failing in global mode. For this reason, a more sophisticated design
procedure, assuring the development of a collapse mechanism of global type, has been recently
proposed [1,2,3] and its reliability has been verified on a large number of structural schemes,

leading in all cases to the fulfilment of the design requirement [4],
The method is based on the observation that the collapse mechanisms of frames under

horizontal forces can be considered belonging to three main typologies (Fig.I). The collapse
mechanism of the global type is a particular ease of type-2 mechanism. The control of the
failure mode can be performed through the analysis of J/i, mechanisms (where n.< is the
number of storeys). It is assumed that the beam sections and beam-lo-column connections
arc preliminary designed to resist vertical loads. With reference to extended end plate
connections, this preliminary design can be carried out through the procedure suggested in
rclerencc [5,6J which is able to guide the designer up to the complete detailing of beam-to-
column joints. As a result of this preliminary design, only the column sections have to be
determined. Aiming at the failure mode control, the values of the plastic section modulus of
columns have to be defined so that the kinematically admissible multiplier of the horizontal
forces corresponding lo the global mechanism is less than those corresponding to the other
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GLOBAL MECHANISM TYPE-1 MECHANISM TYPE-2 MECHANISM TYPE-3 MECHANISM

Fig.l - Analysed collapse mechanism typologies

T//,-/ kinematically admissibile mechanisms. It means that, according to the upper bound
theorem, the above stated multiplier is the true collapse multiplier and, therefore, the true
collapse mechanism is the global failure mode.

The results of the above design procedure, oriented only to the failure mode control, can be

accepted provided that the checks against serviceability limit states arc satisfied. In the

opposite case, the rotational stiffness of bcam-to-column joints or the beam sections have to
be increased and the design procedure for failure mode control has to be repeated. Convergence

is achieved when both failure mode control and fulfilment of serviceability requirements

are obtained.

2. Location of plastic hinges in beams with semirigid connections

The rotational stiffness and the flexural resistance of beam-to-column joints are strictly
related. In particular, this has been evidenced with reference to extended end plate connections

showing how, decreasing the joint rotational dcformability. the joint flexural resistance
increases [5,6]. Therefore, depending on the structural detail of the connection, scmirigidity
can lead to full-strength or to partial-strength joints. In the first case, yielding is located at
the member ends so that plastic hinges develop the beam plastic moment. On the contrary,
in the second case, yielding occurs in the connecting elements so that plastic hinges develop
the joint flexural resistance whose magnitude is less than the beam plastic moment. However,

it is important to stress that the location of the plastic hinges depend on the magnitude
of vertical loads acting on the beams as well as on the degree of flexural resistance of the
bcam-to-column connections. In the following, for seak of simplicity, reference will be
made only to the case of uniform loads acting on the beams. The results for other beam
loading conditions can be similarly derived.

In addition, the case of non-proportional loading will be considered, because failure mode
control assumes primary importance in seismic design. The seismic action is modelled
through a system of horizontal forces whose
distribution can be selected according to a ilfHlUUJHltiiq
proper combination of the cigcnmodcs. The
magnitude of these horizontal forces is governed

by the multiplier a, while the vertical
loads are assumed to be constant. For this
reason, at any loading stage characterized by a
given value of the horizontal force multiplier
a, the bending moment diagram of the beams
is the result of the superposition of those due
to both vertical and horizontal forces. It means

that, increasing the horizontal forces (i.e.
the multiplier a), the first plastic hinge is

always developed at the beam end or the con- Fig.2 - Plastic hinge location

imraiimifTtiq
i\
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neclion opposite to the horizontal forces (Fig.2).
Regarding the location of the second plastic hinge, it is strictly dependent on the magnitude

of vertical loads and on the flexural resistance of connections.
The flexural resistance of connections is expressed through the following nondimcnsional

parameters:

_ M - MST <•>
IIII ,,— III,

Mh Mh

where M'I'kJ and M)'$/'" arc the design flexural resistance of left and right bcam-to-column
joints, respectively; Mi, is the design plastic
moment of the beam section.
The location of plastic hinges can be deter-

minedjaking into account that the plastic
moment mrMb acts at one end, where the first
plastic hinge is formed, while at the second
end there is a bending moment M„ which
progressively increases due to the progressive
increase of the horizontal forces (Fig.3). The
maximum bending moment is attained at the
abscissa given by:

L M „ + mrM,, (2)
x 2~ ~

IHlliiilllitliinq _'(Js zjmrMb

mrMb

F ig.3 - Analysis of plastic hinge location q L
where L is the beam length and q is the

uniform load acting on the beam.
The maximum bending moment, which occurs at the abscissa provided by equation (2), is

given by:

M „
M„ - mr Mi, g L (M„ + III, Ml,)' (3)

2 8 2 q L2

It can be observed that the second plastic hinge can develop in an intermediate beam
section provided that the yielding condition M„m Mi, and the limitation M„ < ïûi Mi, are
contemporaneously satisfied. The yielding condition M,mx Mi, gives, through equation (3),
a second order equation whose positive solution is given by:

M„ ^2 M h q L2 (m, + 1 - m, M/, - <1.L (4)

which represents the value of the end moment M„ corresponding to the occurrence of the
second plastic hinge at the abscissa provided by equation (2).

By imposing the limitation M„ < iinMi,, a limit value is found for the magnitude of the
vertical load acting on the beams:

2 Mi, r — — —
•

— l/2t (5)
q > —pr J( 2 + m r-m I + 2 I m r + 1 (1 - un) J I

which, in the case of full-strength joints, provides q > 4 Mi,/L2.
This means that the second plastic hinge develops in an intermediate beam section provided

that relationship (5) is satisfied. In the opposite case, the two beam ends or connections
arc involved.
The abscissa of the intermediate section where the second plastic hinge forms, provided

that condition (5) is satisfied, can be computed by combining equation (4) with equation (2).
This gives:

a /. -
'2 M I, (mr+ 1 )V/2

(6)
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whcic, obviously, the limit case of full-strength joints is obtained for mr= 1.

3. Second order plastic analysis

3.1 Notation

The following notation is adopted:
n, is the number of storeys: • n, is the number of columns;
m, is the number of bays; • k is the storey index;
i is the column index; • j is the bay index;
i,„ is the mechanism index: • Lj is the span of the./'Ill bay;
Af,.n is the plastic moment, reduced for the presence of the axial internai force, of the ith
column of the kth storey;
M/,,( is the plastic moment of the /th beam of the Arth storey;
nir.jk is the nondimcnsional plastic moment of the right end bcam-to-column joint of the

jth bay of the kth storey;
mijk is the nondimensional plastic moment of the left end beam-to-column joint of the jth
bay of the kth storey;
</,* is the uniform vertical load acting on the jth beam of the kill storey;
ay* is the abscissa of the second plastic hinge of the jth beam of the kth storey, given by:

xj* - Lj -
2 Mb.jk '» r.jli + 1

1,1

<ljk

(7)

2 ;V/|, i- f 1/2
for *//* > —--J— J( 2 + m, jk - I'U.jk + 2 [ m,ß + 1 I - miß) 1

while Xß =0 in the opposite case;
Khjk is a coefficient related to the participation of the ./th beam of the A 111 storey to the
collapse mechanism; in addition, this coefficient accounts for the magnitude of the
rotations of the plastic hinges resulting:

R - Lj (8)
Khjk - ; -Lj jk

when the ./'th beam of the Ath storey participate to the collapse mechanism and R/,,* Ü in
the opposite case;
Ah,,* is a coefficient accounting for the participation of the /'th column of the Ath storey to
the collapse mechanism, being:
/?,„* 2 when the column is yielded at both ends
R, n 1 when only one column end is yielded
R, ,k 0 when the column does not participate to the collapse mechanism;
Drß is a coefficient, related to the external work of the uniform load acting on the /th
beam of the Ath storey, given by:

D _ kxiL (9)
; - 2

when the ,/lh beam of the Ath storey participate to the collapse mechanism and D,„* 0 in
the opposite case;
I'1

: F\ Fi Fk F„t is the vector of the design horizontal forces, where

Fk is the horizontal force applied to the Ath storey;
hr \ h I hz, hk /i„, I is the vector of the storey heights, where /i* is the
height of the Ath storey:
s is the shape vector of the storey horizontal virtual displacements (ilu=s dO, where t/0 is
the virtual rotation of the plastic hinges of the columns involved in the mechanism;
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• y' j V'i Vi Vk V',,, j is the vector of (lie storey vertical loads, where
VK is the total vertical load acting at the A:111 storey given by:

"h

X rn L, (10)
I

• B is a matrix of order m, x «, accounting for the location of the plastic hinges within the
beams, the element W(( of B is defined as:

Tm,i + in, ,t (II)
R jk — ^ A/ /i ,1 foi .v yI — 0

and:
1 + »hu r n (12)

Bjk Mbjt for .v,* >0

• C is the matrix of order n, x whose elements C« are equal to the column plastic
moments (i.e. Cn

• Rh is the matrix (order m, x n„) of the coefficients R/,,<;

• R, is the matrix (order n, x /;.,) of the coefficients R, ,k\

• D, is the matrix (order /?/, x«,) of the coefficients Dyjk\
• Af'( I A/,.u M, 2k M,-« A/,.,,,* I is the vector of the plastic moments of the

columns of the Arth storey, reduced due to the influence of the axial force;
• q is the matrix (order m, x //,) of the uniform loads acting on the beams.

3.2 Mechanism equilibrium curves

As already pointed out. the collapse mechanisms of moment resisting frames under seismic
horizontal forces can be considered belonging to three main typologies (Fig.l). The collapse
mechanism of the global type is a particular case of type 2 mechanism.
The linearized mechanism equilibrium curve can be always expressed as:

a, a - y 5 (13)

where a is the kinematically admissible multiplier of horizontal forces and y is the slope of
the mechanism equilibrium curve.
Concerning the evaluation of the kinematically admissible multiplier of horizontal forces

corresponding to the generic mechanism, it is easy to recognize that, for a virtual rotation dQ

of the plastic hinges of the columns involved in the mechanism, the internal work can be
expressed as:

If, [ /;( Cr R, + 2 //• Br Rh) ] clQ 14)

where ir denotes the trace of the matrix.
The external work due to the horizontal forces and to the uniform load acting on the beams

can be written as:

Wt [txFrs + Ir q1 Dr) | clQ (15)
Therefore the application of the virtual work principle provides the kinematically admissible

multiplier as:

ir CT R, + 2 tr B1 R,,) - ir( qr Dr | (16)
a F's

In order to compute the slope of the mechanism equilibrium curve, it is necessaty to
evaluate the second order work due to vertical loads. Willi reference to Fig.4. it can be observed

that the horizontal displacement of the Ath storey involved in the generic mechanism is

given by nk >\ sin0, where rk is the distance of the Ath storey from the center of rotation C
and 0 the angle of rotation.
The top sway displacement is given by 5= //„ siu0. where //„ is the sum of the inlerslorcy

heights of the storeys involved by the generic mechanism.
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The relationship between vertical and horizontal virtual displacements is given by
dvk= dm sinG. It shows that, as the ratio dvi/dm is independent of the considered storey,
vertical and horizontal virtual displacement vectors have the same shape. In fact, the virtual

horizontal displacements arc given by dm n il8, where
n defines the shape of the virtual horizontal displacement
vector, while the virtual vertical displacements are given
by dvi (5 / H„) i'k dQ and, therefore, they have the
same shape n of the horizontal ones. It can be concluded
that:

dv
II,

s dQ (17)

As a consequence,
loads is given by:

the second order work due to vertical

It',. V' s -- dQ (18)

Therefore, the slope of the mechanism equilibrium curve
is given by:

V1 s (19)

FTS

Fig.4 - Vertical displacements
The following notation will be used to denote the

parameters of the equilibrium curve of the considered mccha-

• a'u and ~JX' are. respectively, the kincmatically admissible multiplier of the horizontal
forces (rigid-plastic theory) and the slope of the softening branch of the a-5 curve,
corresponding to the global type mechanism;

• a!'1 and •$' have the same meaning of the previous symbols, but they are referred to the
I,,,lh mechanism of the /111 typology (t= 1.2.3).

The expressions of the above parameters will be furthcrly developed in order to evidence
the contribution of the columns to the internal work.

3.3 Global type mechanism

In the case of global type mechanism (Fig.l), the shape vector of the horizontal displacements

is given by s{K)=h. In addition, as all storeys participate to the collapse mechanism,
all beams are involved. This is taken into account through the matrix R)?' related to the

rotation of the plastic hinges and the matrix Dlx) related to the beam vertical displacements.
Ä/f is the value of Ri, and D\K) is the value of I), for the specific case of global mechanism.

Therefore, the kincmatically admissible multiplier is given by:

_
M'i I + 2 lr(B' R{f) - tr(qr l)T" ~ " lr sV) (20)

where / is the unit vector of order In addition, taking into account that H„ - because

all storeys are involved in the collapse mechanism, the slope of the mechanism equilibrium

curve is obtained from equation (19) for a a""'1 and H„

3.4 Type-1 mechanisms

With reference to the imth mechanism of type-1 (Fig.l), the shape vector of the horizontal
displacements can be written as:

A/,'/7 |/ii hj hs hi„. Ii,,,, hi.j (21)
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where the first element equal to corresponds to the /,„lh component.
The kinematieally admissible multiplier corresponding to the /„,th mechanism of typc-1 is

given by:
iU,'i 1 + 2 ir li' llh 1

+ M',, I - tr(qr U\u
a. _=_ (22)

' s,m

where Ä/," is the value of Rh for the /„,th mechanism of this type and D\" is the value of
I), for (he /„,lh mechanism of type-1.
In addition, only the first im storeys participate to the collapse mechanism, so that //„
As a consequence, the slope of the mechanism equilibrium curve is still computed

through equation (19), but assuming s =s,'," and H„

3.5 Typc-2 mechanisms

With reference to the /,„th mechanism of type-2 (Fig.l), the shape vector of the horizontal
displacements can be written as:

il,21 ' =10,0,0, 0 - //,„ _ I _ h„, - lu„ -1| (23>

where the first non-zero element is the /th one.
The kinematieally admissible multiplier corresponding to the /,„th mechanism of the lypc-2
is given by:

MaJ + 2 tr Bt )-/r( q'D£'
a,„ TrT.® (24)
,i2l

,(2)where is the value of Rh for the /,„lh mechanism of typc-2 and /A" is the corresponding

value of the matrix Dr.
In addition, the /„,(h storey and those above it participate to the mechanism. Therefore, the
slope of the mechanism equilibrium curve is obtained from equation (19) with
11,, - hI and.v=s|,f

3.6 Type-3 mechanisms

Finally, with reference to the /„,th mechanism of type-3 (Fig.l), the shape vector of the
horizontal displacements can be written as:

s!-.'r/' { 0. 0, 0, I. I, I / } (/fi) (25>

where the first term different from zero is the /,„th one.

Moreover, both the matrix Ä/,?' and the matrix are null matrix, because in this
mechanism there is not any beam participating to the collapse mechanism. Therefore, the
kinematieally admissible multiplier of the /,„th mechanism of lype-3 is given by:

(1) _
2 M'a. I

a'~
FrsO) (26)

which accounts for the fact that the columns of the /,„th storey are yielded at both ends.
As the th storey only is involved in the mechanism //„ liKt - _i, and the corresponding

slope ylin' of the mechanism equilibrium curve can be obtained by substituting this
value in equation (19) where also s =.v£' has to be assumed.

4. Failure mode control

4.J Design conditions
In order to design frames failing in global mode, the cross-sections of columns have to be
dimensioned so that, according to the upper bound theorem, the kinematieally admissible
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generic mechanism

Fig.5 - Design requirements

horizontal force multiplier corresponding to the
global type mechanism is the minimum among
all kincmatically admissible multipliers.
This condition is sufficient to assure the desired

collapse mechanism provided that the structural

material behaves as rigid-plastic so that the
horizontal displacements are equal to zero up to
the complete development of the collapse
mechanism. On the contrary, the actual behaviour
is elaslo-plastic with significant displacements
before the complete development of the collapse
mechanism. These displacements give rise to
second order effects which cannot be neglected in
the design process, particularly in the case of
semirigid frames.

From the practical point of view, the influence
of second order effects can be taken into account by imposing that the mechanism equilibrium

curve corresponding to the global mechanism has to lie below those corresponding to
all other mechanisms. However, the fulfilment of this requirement is necessary only up to a
selected ultimate displacement 5„ which has to be compatible with the plastic rotation capacity

of members and/or connections (S„ 0,, /;„ (Fig.5).
Therefore, the following design conditions have to be imposed:

a'*' - V'el 5„<a!',' - 8„ i,„= 1,2,3 i 1,2,3 (27)

This means that there are 3>i, design conditions to be satisfied in the case of a frame
having », storeys. These conditions, which derive directly from the extension of the upper
bound theorem to the mechanism equilibrium curves, will be integrated by conditions related

to technological limitations.

4.2 Cundilions to avoid undesired mechanisms

As an example, the method for deriving the design conditions to be satisfied to avoid any
undesired collapse mechanism will be presented with reference to lypc-1 mechanisms only.
The extension to the other collapse mechanism typologies can be developed in analogous
way. Even though considering full-strength connections only, the complete scries of design
conditions (i.e. including those for tvpe-2 and typc-3 mechanisms) arc given in references
12.31.
The », conditions given by relationship (27) tor /=/ can be conveniently expressed by
introducing the following parameters:

s, 2 tr(BrK\P) v --TV X" tr q (28)

With reference to the global mechanism, the parameter plsl represents the internal work
developed by the beams and/or the connections, the parameter t(*' is the external work due

to the uniform loads acting on the beams, while the parameter v(s) is related to the second
order work due to vertical loads. These parameters are known quantities, because it is intended

that a preliminary design of beams and connections has been carried out according to
the procedure suggested in [5,6] while the values of vertical loads are data of the design
problem.
In addition, it is useful to introduce the following non-dimensional functions of the mechanism

index
2 a- D » 2tr(BTR\},[)

I
K Frs{x) (29)
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tr(qrD\\l)
Ja)

(30)
tr q' Df X"

Thc function c,,„, represents the ratio between the internal work which the beams and/or the
connections develop in the /,„th mechanism of typc-1 and that developed in the global
mechanism. The function X,m represents the ratio between the external work which the horizontal

forces develop in the i',„th mechanism of type-1 and that developed in the global mechanism.

Finally, the function Ç,m represents lha ratio between the external work which the
uniform vertical loads develop in the i„,th mechanism of typc-1 and that developed in the
global mechanism. All these functions are known, because the plastic moments of beams

and of connections (w/.n and /»,.,<) are known. In fact, the beam sections are designed
to resist vertical loads. In addition, both the horizontal forces Ft and the uniform loads q,i.
are assigned.

Moreover, in order to account for the influence of second order effects, an additional
function related to the slopes of the mechanism equilibrium curves has to be defined:

1_

l_ iu.
X, v'*'

a!'> I'LftsM
f's!" ±

Vrs\u F'.v!"

v1 *"•" (31)

The parameter Al," represents the ratio between the slope of the equilibrium curve of the i,„th
mechanism of typc-1 and that of the global mechanism.
In addition, it is convenient to introduce the following parameter:

m
P.,,

Ml',.,

Ml 11

X
I I

X

(32)

which is the ratio between the sum of the reduced plastic moments of the /„,1h storey
columns and the same sum corresponding to the first storey columns.

By means of the above parameters, the /,„th condition to be satisfied to avoid lypc-1 collapse
mechanisms can be written in the following form:

m
Pc, S

j
h. X M,,,+ k

K,
4 v'^a!

'1 - i j 5 4- T1.(*) k'
K (33)

K X M, n

which has to be applied for /,„=/,2,3 //,.
The design conditions to be satisfied to avoid typc-2 and type-3 collapse mechanisms are

obtained in similar way, leading to other two series of parameters (p£' and p';'1). These
parameters arc still defined as the ratio between the sum of the reduced plastic moments of
the columns of tiic /„,th storey and the same sum corresponding to the first storey, but they
provide the values of this ratio to avoid type-2 and type-3 mechanisms [2,3],
Obviously, as these design conditions have to be contemporaneously satisfied for each

storey, the ratios p,„, (p,„, MUm l/M, 1/) has to satisfy the following relationship:
I (l) ,2) P" I

Pi.= max j p, p,. ,p,„ [ (34)
In addition, as the section of columns can only decrease along the height of the frame, the

values of p,_ (with /,„=/.2, ».,) obtained by means of the conditions derived through the
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application of the upper bound theorem have to be modified in order to satisfy the following
technological limitation:

pi>p2>p)> >p„, (35)

4.3 Evaluation of the axial load in the columns at the collapse state

If the sum of the reduced plastic moments of columns of the first storey is specified, then
the previously explained design conditions allow the definition, through the ratios p*
(k l,2 ii,). of the same sum corresponding to the Alh storey, which guarantees that failure
does not occur according to mechanisms belonging to the three examined typologies. In
order to define the plastic section modulus of the columns, the evaluation of the axial load
in the columns at the collapse state is required.
The evaluation of the column axial forces can be performed taking into account that, at the

collapse state, the shear forces transmitted by the beams are given by:

_
2 nir + nu Mi, (36)

2 ~ L

provided that the limit value of the uniform vertical load is not exceeded (i.e. equation (5) is
not satisfied) and by:

_
q_L_ A/,, + m, Mi, (37)

2 ~ L
where M„ is provided by equation (4), in the opposite case.
Both in equation (36) and in equation (37). for positive horizontal forces (from left towards
right), the sign plus is referred to the right end of the beam and the sign minus is referred to
the left end of the beam.
The sum of these shear forces transmitted by the beams at each storey, above the considered

one. provides the axial forces in the columns of the considered storey.

4.4 Design algorithm
It has been pointed out that the upper bound theorem allows the assessment of a condition
for avoiding each undesired collapse mechanism. As three different collapse mechanism
typologies have been considered, there are 3ns design conditions to be satisfied. These
design conditions have to be integrated by the technological condition (35). The above mentioned

relationships can be used to design frames failing in global mode and, therefore, having
a mechanism equilibrium curve given by equation (13), with the kinematically admissible
multiplier of horizontal forces given by equation (20) and the slope given by relationship
(19) (with //„ /)„, and x=.v(sl). The fulfilment of the above design requirements is a linear
programming problem which can be solved through the algorithm already described in [2,3].

5. Design procedure
The main difficulty in the elastic design of semirigid frames is due the fact that the internal

actions, which the members and the joints have to withstand, depend on the joint rotational
stiffness whose value, in turn, affects the flexural resistance that the joints are able to provide

[5,6]. This difficulty can be overcome provided that a plastic design approach, such as
that previously described, is adopled. Notwithstanding, some iterations can be required as
soon as serviceability requirements are also considered. In fact, the fulfilment of a given
limit concerning the intcrstorcy drift or the top sway displacement can lead to the need to
increase the joint rotational stiffness and/or the beam sizes. In such a case, the increase of
the plastic internal work due to the beams (the joint flexutal resistance increases as the joint
rotational stiffness increases) can undermine the expected failure mode, so that the plastic
design for failure mode control has to be repeated starting from the new bcam-to-column
joint details and/or the new beam sizes. As a consequence, the complete design procedure
can be based on the following steps, where the plastic method of design for failure mode
control, previously described, has to be intended as a «subroutine» only of the proposed
design method:
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a) perform a preliminary design of beams (i.e. Mi,ß). connections and columns to withstand
vertical loads only. This step can be accomplished through the method described in [5,6].
According to Eurocode 3 [7], the combination of actions 1.35 Gk + 1.5 Qk has to be considered

for the ultimate limit state and the combination Gk + Qk for the serviceability limit
slate;

I>) compute the preliminary values of the joint flexural resistance (m,,jk and /», ,<) through the
component method |8[;

c) design the column sections to assure a collapse mechanism of global type (i.e. through
the plastic design method described in the previous section), starting from the preliminary
values of mrjk and mlJk. According to Eurocode 8 [9], the vertical loads to be
considered in this step are those corresponding to the load combination Gk + xpe Qk while
the seismic horizontal forces have to be computed accounting for the presence of all
gravity loads appearing in the combination Gk +y Qk,\

d) modify, if necessary, the structural detail of beam-to-column joints to keep constant the
m values. In fact, as the previous step leads generally to column sections greater than
those obtained from preliminary design (step a), the joint flexural resistance could increase

(this depends on the weakest joint component) undermining the expected collapse
mechanism;

e) compute the joint rotational stiffness through the component method;
f) check the beams, the joints, the intcrstorey drifts and the top sway displacement for the

loading condition ^7 Gki + ji A /;,/ + ^ \|/2, Qu [9J. If anyone of the above checks is not

satisfied, modify the beam sizes or the joint structural detail (increasing m and the joint
rotational stiffness) and return to step c.

6. Conclusions
A new method to design semirigid frames failing in global mode has been presented in this

paper. The method is based on the extension of the kinematic theorem of plastic collapse to
the concept of mechanism equilibrium curve. This allows to include into the design process
the influence of second order effects, which play a very important role in the seismic design
of steel frames, particularly in the case of semirigid frames.

In addition, a complete design procedure including the fulfilment of the serviceability
requirements has been proposed.
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